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Introduction
In the past.the blades of universal face hobbing cutters had
to. be resharpened on three faces. Those three faces formed the
active part of the blade. In :face hobbing, the effective cutting
direction changes dramatically with respect to the shank of the
blade. Depending on the individual ratio. it was fOU31d
that optimal conditions for the chip removal action (side rake, side relief
and hook angle) could just be established by adjusting all major
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parameters independently. This. in turn. results automatically in
the need for thegrinding or resharpening of the front face and
the two relief surfaces in order to control side rake. hook angle
and the relief angles of the cutting and clearance side. Figure 1
explains the nomenclature of the process-relevant angles on a
cutting blade fora face cutter head. The effective hook angle
was also manipulated to control the bias condition of the tooth
contact, which seemed to make it impossible to avoid front face
grinding, since the front face differs from one job to the next.
The face bobbing cutter head has the following de ign specifications:
• Slot radius
• Slot offset
• Number of blade groups
• Blade spacing
• Built-in hook angle
• Cutter height
At the time, it seemed to beimpossible to replace the bias
control using hook angle changes by other geometric alterations
in blade or cutter head. Gleason Corp. found that a cutter head
offset that allows for a permanent front face along the blade
shank could be chosen. This would accommodate a wide range
of different gear set designs with small deviations from the theoretically optimal side rake angle. This relationship. together
with an additional idea. that also controlsthe bias condition, will
be explained in the following sections and is the key for the
two-sided sharpened cutting tool.
Three-sided sharpening not only introduces higher tool co t
per manufactured part, it also prevents the application of a permanent coating on any of the active blade surface . The front.
face is the most exposed to friction, pressure and the heat resulting from the drip removal action. Therefore, a coating of blade
front faces with a protective layer enhances tool life and allowable cutting speeds significantly. Coating of the side relief surfaces could also be considered, but shows far less improvement
in the performance of the cuttingproeess. In cases of carbide
blades applied for high-speedbevel gear cutting. it was imperative to use coatings on the front face for protection of the carbide grid from deterioration. The mechanical effect of the friction as well as the temperature generated by it is isolated from
the carbide by the protective layer. The coating reduces friction
and has a high temperature resistance compared to the raw carbide material, Figure 2 schematically shows the chip fanning
action.
Pigure 2 makes clear that the front face of the blade i
exposed to compressive stress, friction and temperature. The
cutting edge has its. highest exposure in the metal removal
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process during the start, of"<I cut, when it penetrates in the surface and plasticizes the steel. generating the forward moving
shear crack that forms the chip. The comer around the cutting
edge :is partially relieved from the contact 'to the workpiece
material as oon as the shearing of a chip begins. Instead of
coating. the cutting edge can be rounded, with a IO-micron
radius. This reduces wear and chipping. Teol life similar tothe
case of an all-around coating can be achieved.
The Relationship between Cutting Vefocity Direction
and Effective Side Rake Angle
In. face bobbing. each bevel or bypoid gear set requires a certain blade offset or offset angie ..The offset angle Sw determines
the differencebetween the circumferential cutter velocity and
the direction of the effective cutting velocity. The following formula shows all parameters that have an influence in the value of
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Figure 3-Optimalblade posiJions !or two dif/erent-sizedjob. .
using the same cuJt:er radius and an idelltical number of blade'
groups.

The formula above hows that changes of the number of
blade groups (starts). the module (or pilch) and the cutter radius
influence the offset angle. Provided that the number of starts as
well as the cutter radius cannot change in one given cutter
design, the module or the ize of the teeth to cut will have the
only influence in Ow- To e tabu h a new cutter design. the average tooth size expected for that cutter is u ed to calculate the
value of mil' which leads to a number for OW" The relationship
between tooth si..ze and normal module is:
mIl .. circular pitchl1t
The conclusion of the formula relations above is an
increased Ow fora coax e-pitch job and a decreased Ow for a
fine-pitch job, wherethe average job that was used to design the
face hobbing cutter requires exactly the nominal va'lue of l>w
Figure 3 gives an example.
Job #1 requires an offset 1. derived from OWl' Figure 3 also
shows that the inclination between the cutter speed vector (circumferential velocity) and the relative cutting velocity (effective cutting velocity) is labeled o'w If a cutter head is de igned
according to the parameters of Job #1. then the blade lots have
to be machined in the position of the upper blade. For easier
explanation. a front face with no side rake angle was chosen; the
cutting velocity vector is therefore perpendicular to the blade
front faces in Figure I. If a cutter with the same radius and an
identical number of starts should be used to cut fine pitch lob
#2, then il. would be required to. machine the blade slots with a
much smaller offset 2 of the lower blade in Figure 3 into the cutter body. This would accommodate the smaller inclination
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Figur:e4-Blade witlJ Offset 2 accommodoJes offset ,angle I by
front face modification.
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If a cutter head with slot offset 2 should be used to cut Job
#1, a larger offset angle would be required, which presents a
problem. This problem can be solved with a modification of the
front face angle (side rake) as shown in Figure 4. The front face
inclination in Figure 4 provides a front face orientation perpendicular to cutting velocity 1. The front face manipulation in
Figure 3 simulates an offset, different to the built-in offset of the
cutter head.
The three-face-ground blades have the freedom to change
the front face orientation in a wide range and therefore realize
correct front face orientation for a broad spectrum of pitch vari28,
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ation. But do the jobs that cut with one specific cutter size in
fact vary from pitch significantly?
Relationship between Cutter Slot [ndinationand
Effective Hook Angle
All surfaces on a cutting blade need to have an inclination to
the shank surfaces of more than 10°. Below 10°, the amount of
material removal to clean up a worn cutting edge becomes too
high. Figure 5 has a comparison of two different cutter slot
inclinations. To result in a zero hook angle, the front face must
be ground in about the same angle relative to the blade shank as
the slot inclination of the cutter. Figure 5 demonstrates how a
higher slot inclination allows a higher angle between front face,
and blade shank and leads to a smaller amount of blade length
reduction.
Figure 6 shows a blade front face with a zero hook angle
(connection of points AI-BI-CI is co-linear with cutter axis).
The blade is held in the cutter slot that shows a significant slot
inclination. After resharpening, the blade is moved in the slot
against a stop in location A I. •. The blade shank gets shorter with
each resharpening, but the geometry above the face of the head
remains identical throughout the life of the blade stick.
The angle between front face and blade shank is reduced, if
a blade has a positive effective hook angle Like shown in Figure
7. It is possible to increase the slot inclination in the cutter head
within limits ..The highest realized slot inclination is 20° in the
Oerlikon Spirapid® cutter system (Ref. 1).
In most cases, a zero-effective hook angle is desired for an
optimal cutting action. In this case, the relationship between the
effective hook angle and the slot inclination of the cutter head
is simple. It is only dictated by the requirement of an economical and effective resharpening. The 20" angle in the case of the
Oerlikon Spirapid cutter system was a good choice for easy and
economical resharpening of the stick blades ..The measurement
of 20° also left enough room for slight modifications of the
effective cutting hook angle, e.g. to accomplish some bias modification of the flank form.
Blade System with Permanent Front Face
The Gleason Works introduced a new stick blade system in
the I970s, which did not require any resharpening or reconditioning of the front face (Ref. 2). Gleason called the cutter and
the cutting system Relief Sharpened Roughing (RSR@)and
later Relief Sharpened Completing System (RSR-C®). Figure 8
shows a three-dimensional graphic of an RSR-C blade with permanent front face. If resharpening of the blade front face is not
required, then the rules for defining the cutter geometry are
quite different. Since the effective hook angle now depends
only on the pressure angle of the blade and the slot inclination
in the cutter.the cutter slot is calculated in such a manner that
the cutting edge with the highest possible pressure angle does
not show a negative hook angle, when assembled in the cutter.
The blade in Figure 9 shows a constant cross section and was
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the next developmental! step that converted the friction seating
of the blades 1n the cutter in a positive form seating condition.
Those blades are called PENTAC® because of their pentagonshaped cross section (Ref. 3).
The variations of the hook angles from job to job caused by
different blade pressure angles have only a very small geornetrical!influence on the generated flank surface in the single index
face m:illing process. Those first order influences are compensated by a pressure angle correction.
To.use the permanent-front-face blade system for the continuous face hobbing method causes two additional problems (Ref.
4). The effective side rake angle (first problem) might vary from
job to job (discussed in Figures 3 and 4) caused by the different
offset angles Ow The side rake problem can be solved with the
bIade in Figure 8 by defining a cutter slot offset that is exactly
in the center ofall jobs expected for the particular cutter; This
means that a study of the different jobs cut with previous systems can tell very accurately what the average offset angle Ow
for a new cutter system should be and what the maximally
accruing side rake deviations for the extreme jobs are. It is
therefore possible 1.0 find an optimal slot position for each
designed cutter with less than 2° variation of the effective side
rake angle.
The second problem is the influence of the effective hook of
the cutting edge on the generated flank surface. This influence
is a flank twisting (bias effect). A flank twisting changes the
direction of the path of contact and therefore causes a different
orientation of the contact pattern, but also influences the motion
graph amplitude significantly. In case of the three-Sided-ground
blades. it was possible to control. the hook angle of the cutting
edge such that it is always zero (or a predetermined desired
angle). The following sections will explain the flank deviation
effect by hook angle change analytically and present an interesting mathematical solution for this problem.
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Analysis of the Geometric Effects to the Flank Form by
Contrelllng tbeFmnt Face Orientation
The publications of Kotthaus (Refs. 1 and 5) teach that to
maintain a sufficient side rake angle,especially to control the
flank.surface twist, the front face has to be variable in two angular directions, the side rake angle and the hook angle. The effective hook angle is the inclination around the normal cutter
radius (Figure 10) between the cutting edge and the cutter head
axis (Figure 7). The blade in Figure 7 is oriented such that the
relative cutting velocity vector lies :in the presentation plane.
The effective hook angle is a function of the front face orientalion with respect to the blade shank •.as well as the angle of the
blade slot in the cutter head (built-in hook angle) and the pressure angle of the cutting edge.
A change of the blade pressure angle has a direct influence
onto the pressure angle of the manufactured tooth flank. A
change of the hook angle in a face hobbing cutter blade causwww.p,owe'I',rfa.n'smission.c,om.
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!cutter Axis

as a rather complex. flank form modification,

The blade systems that allow a change of the hook angle use
'this freedom for flank form and contact movement
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New SPIROFORMTM Cutter and Blade System
A~ interesting

technical

challenge

was the attempt to devel-

op a cutter and blade system that allows al1 the freedoms
three-face-sharpened
sharpened

Figure'" Cutter with slot inclination and positiveeffectiJ!e
blade hook angle,

on the two

ide relief surfaces only.

a discovery

Finally,
generated

of the

blade, yet using a blade that is shaped and

by different

was made that relates the epicycloids,
hook and side rake angles .. The idea is to

find the radial location of one point along the cutting edge of a
given blade that lies on the same epicycloid,

generated

by a

blade with different hook and side rake angle, It is assumed
the given blade consists

of a permanent

that

front face, no hook

angle and a side rake that is constant along the shank. The hook
angle of this system is created by an inclination

of the slot in the

cutter head.
Figure 11 shows the two different blade types with the roll
circle-base

circle kinematic

"attached"

to the front-face-sharp-

ened blade.

B [ of the two blade types are identical
to solve is to find the locations of the
Points At and Ct. along the existing front 'face of the simplified
blade. The geographic height of the blade, with respect to the
The Points Band

Blade
Shank

(Figure 10). The problem

cutter head front face. remains constant.

To

find the location

of Point A ['the

epicyclical

kinematics

with roll circle and base circle are rotated clockwise.until

A con-

tacts the front face of the new blade ..This is the location of A l'

Figure 8-RSR'-C stick blade witl:permauent front face and TeetangUJIUCTOSS
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for the solution

of this prob-

lem are shown in Figure 6 and expressed

by the following

for-

mulas:

angle.
Figure 10 shows a blade with the Points A, Band
cutting

a

edge that has a positive

C along a

hook angle. The figure also

(1)

shows acuning edge without any hook angle (Points AI' B, and
path generated by A is different than the
by A [' The curve associated with A I has a simitar, but not identical, shape to the one generated by A. Thetwo
curves are inclined and shined. relative to each other in z-direction, That means the spiral angle of curve A decreases relative
to A r The opposite happens for curve B relative to B I.
C,). The epicyclical

or:

one generated

So sin (-4lo-j

Thecoaclusion

of 'Ihe last paragraph

is that the hook angle

where:
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change
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represents

x-Componeni

of Cutter Radius Vector

(Blade without Hook)

Rblx".

causes a positive flank twist. between heel and toe. This, together with the already

+ 3..,) + Roo ° sin (0..,) ",S' sin (-¢lo- j + 3",+ !Pit) +
RBo sin (0", + CPHwk + CPt')
(2)

x-Component

of Cutter Radius Vector

(Blade with Hook, rotated into zero Hook Plane)
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Cutter Center (Blade without Hook)
x-Componem of Vector from Machine Center to
Cutter Center (Blade with Hook, rotated into
zero Book Plane)
Radial Distance (Scalar of EXfu)
Cutter Phase Angle
Swivel Angle
Offset. Angle (Face Bobbing)
Scalar Cutter Radius (without Hook)
Rotation of Cutter Center around Base Circle
Scalar Cutter Radiu (willi Hook)

EX3x'"

s...
'clio'"

j ...
'0",...
Roo'"

'IP" ...
RB• ..

Angle between R.8 and RBO
Rotation of Blade with Hook Angle around
Roll Circle (Cutter Center)

<PHook""

<!le'"

Between 'P'", and 'Pc is the following relation hlp:
(3)
where:
l.gMuut;ng g~ar' , •
lOlllltr

••.

Number of Teeth 'Generating 'Gear
Number of Starts Cutter

Figure .9-Pentac

Wanted i 'P". out of formula (2). The mathematical
olution
is conducted w,ith an iteration algorithm. The difference
'between AI and A2 i.s!l. !l.is calculated as shown:

(4)

stick blade with perma.nentfront

face ,and

pentago".shaped cress section,

I

!lis the displacement of the normal radiu (along z-axis) of
'e,IB=~.IB.' -, Il,.. --. .... AA
Normal Radius
point Az to come to point A I that cuts the arneepicycloid
as
Il
I,.B"
-,
.
C
point A. The epicycloid cut by AI wiU differ [Q some extent
from the de ired one, cut by A. The hown approach i the
physically closes I. possible approximation, that infinitesimally
observed still repre ents a mathematically precise solution. In
z
practice, it causes difference over the entire Hank surface of
only a few microns and therefore can be neglected.
I The analog scheme is applied to find point CI (Figure.7),o. I f'ig.ure J,(J-RelatUmsllip ,between' hook ,angle and Icycloidal path
rotation of the epicyc!ical kinematic in counterclockwise direc- I (If diffeumt .blade poi"ts.
tion brings C (Figure 7) to the front face of (he new blade.
The possibility to influence the blade spacing in the cutter
According to the above shown solution. any desired number
head by grinding the front face of either inside or outside blade
of points along the cutting edge with one particular book angle
further back results in a tooth thiekne s or slot width change.
The SP[ROFORM blades call. account for that feature, too. A
can be converted into a point on a cutting edge without hook
tooth thickness adjustment is done by splitting the required
angle 0, a:ny other chosen hook angle.
Depending on the mathematical function of the new cutting
arneunt and, for example, inereasing the radius of the outer
ledge (circle, ellip e or higher order). three, five or more points
blade cutting edge and decr-easing the cutting edge radiu of the
can be tran formed from the original tothe new cutting edge.
inner blade by half the amount each.
Three points, one on the tip, one in the center and one on the
Summary
end of the cutting edge, deliver a sufficient definition of the cutA method was found to, convert a. side relief and front-faceting edge function to capture lite characteristics of the different
sharpened blade, held in a face hob cutter head into a blade that
front face hook angles.
has a permanent front face and is profile shaped or re-sharpened
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two diffenllt blade types.

on Lite side relief surfaces.
The advantage of replacing the old style three-face-sharpened
blade i in particular the permanent character of the front face and
its coating. The new carbide high-speed cutting depends to a large
extent on the correct fronl face coating. AU gear sets, designed with
a system using three-face- harpened-blades can hardly be manufactured using high peed carbide cutting by replacing the high
speed steel blades with carbide blades of the same geometry. To
send a set of blades to a coating facility after resharpening requires
more expensive carbide blades in torage and includes the cost of
up 10 J 00 recoadngs of each blade. Thi. procedure increases the
tooling co I by a factor of eight.
The new SPlROFORM blades allow conversion of all older
"three-face-ground" jobs. into a two-face-sharpened blade system
with a permanent front face coating. Gear sets do not have to berequalified after d1e conversion inee the flank surface geometry
tays identical to the original.
Figure 12show a photo of a SPIROFORM cutter with 1.60nun
radius and 13 starts. The SP[ROFORM system 111 es no bottom
blades. This provides, a very solid and stiff cutler coastruction The
blades used (TRJ-A ® or PENTA:C) provide sufficient roughing
action onthe secondary cutting edges (clearance sides).
rent face coated blade provide good surface finish and
improved productivity. The SPlROFORM blades are stepped in
their building height. uch that the tracks from outside blade
and in ide blade blend mootWy together in the root fillet,
Figure J 3 shows an example of a conventionally
cut ring
gear. The gear to the right is cui. using a SPIROFORM cutter
and a Phoenix" free-form machine. Surface finish and root
blend are superior for the new cutting sy tern. Cutter heads and
blades of the newly developed system are not limited to a certain machine tool brand, but can be applied on CNC bevel gear
generators of The Gleason Works, Oerlikon Geartee A:G and
Modul-SU with no limitations. 0
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